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About This Game

About the Game

Anahita loves her doll. Its been her best friend as long as she can remember. One morning Anahita awoke to find that some one,
a stranger, had stolen her precious doll! She has to find this thief and retrieve her cute and beloved doll in this classic styled

adventure game. Help Anahita get her doll back! Use logic to figure out how to help her move forward through 4 increasingly
difficult worlds full of traps and puzzles as she searches for her doll. Beautiful cut scenes and ultra smooth ahnd crafted

animations narrate the story as it unfolds.

Features

4 worlds to explore

Hand crafted smooth animations

Cut scenes

Adventure style gameplay
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Title: Anahita
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Clickteam
Publisher:
Clickteam
Release Date: 26 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Minimum Windows XP SP3 Operating System. Supports Vista, 7, and 10

Processor: 200 Mhz Pentium processor or higher

Graphics: Must support minimum of Direct3D 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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Game don't support gamepad and for some reason the menu button don't work.. First puzzle. You need a rope and bucket. The
bucket is lying on the ground in plain sight. The rope is sticking obviously out from a tree within clear reach of the player. But
you cannot pick it up. How do you get it, by getting ontop of the nearby well and jumping onto an invisible platform on the tree
sprite then jumping onto the part of the tree where the rope is thus knocking it down and allowing you to pick it up.

This makes zero practical sense why the player cannot pull the rope down from the tree like any ape could. And it makes zero
ethical sense because the platform you need to jump to is literally not visible at all nor is that part of the tree more pronounced
or differently coloured then the rest. It is just an invisible platform which lines up with a part of the generic background tree
sprite. And you can only even reach it if you jump while specifically standing on the well.

Second puzzle. Get a bowl. Where is the bowl. The bowl is in a screen which you reach by walking into a solid wall with zero
indication that it is anything other then a wall and before this puzzle triggered the wall was actually solid as well. So the player
has absolutely no way of knowing this area even exists without randomly walking into the solid wall and realizing it leads to a
new screen which has perpetual barking sound effects which have probably given me a headache.

Third puzzle. Find a use for the milky feather. The previous puzzle was leading up to you milking a cow and spurting the milk
onto a black feather you found. Makes no sense. Ran around the whole map, could not find anything to use the feather on. Ran
around the whole map, could not think of anything to use the feather on because this makes no sense.

This is not an adventure game it is a puzzle game and it is an incredibly bad puzzle game at that. First puzzle, took forever to
solve because it requires you to jump onto an invisible platform you have no way of knowing is there. Second puzzle, took
forever to solve because it requires you to enter a hidden screen you have no way of knowing is there. Third puzzle, makes no
sense at all and could not even find anything at all to solve it with. The solution is probably exactly like the other two,
completely unintuitive and basically hidden from the player.

At that point I did not even stop playing because I was fed up with the awful puzzles, I quit because I did not want to have to
search around in the screen with the dogs barking in the background anymore. Here comes the headache that will last multiple
times longer then this games playtime even if I did bother to suffer through it all.. I finished this game recently on Android. In a
word it was absoloutly "Fun". Actualy I liked it very much that I bought the PC version too. Honestly I think that this is a game
that should absoloutly be played on PC. Graphics and Animations are really adourable and cute, Puzzels are not very hard nor
easy And the Gameplay is fun.
Hugely Recomended. Inspired setting with heartwarming graphics,
as mentioned by other reviews, feels like great (and rare) cinematic platformers such as Another World,
beautifully handcrafted animations both in-game and in cutscenes.
Playing is a lovely experience. Amazing game!!!. Like to Another world or Flashback old classic style games. Beautiful hand
drawing animations with nice story. Price is really Ok too.
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